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 Turning Out to Vote:
 The Costs of Finding and Getting to the Polling Place
 HENRY E. BRADY University of California, Berkeley
 JOHN E. MCNULTY Binghamton University

 Could costs in Los of changing Angeles voting for the County some locations during and of decreasing polling California's places them 2003 affect for gubernatorial others? the outcome The consolidation recall of an election election of provides by voting increasing precincts a natural the
 costs of voting for some and decreasing them for others? The consolidation of voting precincts
 in Los Angeles County during California's 2003 gubernatorial recall election provides a natural

 experiment for studying how changing polling places influences voter turnout. Overall turnout decreased
 by a substantial 1.85 percentage points: A drop in polling place turnout of 3.03 percentage points was
 partially offset by an increase in absentee voting of 1.18 percentage points. Both transportation and
 search costs caused these changes. Although there is no evidence that the Los Angeles Registrar of Voters
 changed more polling locations for those registered with one party than for those registered with another ;
 the changing of polling places still had a small partisan effect because those registered as Democrats were
 more sensitive to changes in costs than those registered as Republicans. The effects were small enough
 to allay worries about significant electoral consequences in this instance (e.g., the partisan effect might
 be decisive in only about one in two hundred contested House elections ), but large enough to make it
 possible for someone to affect outcomes by more extensive manipulation of polling place locations.

 " Officials in two Houston-area elections recently ma-
 nipulated polling locations to clear the path for their
 supporters to vote and to toss numerous roadblocks
 before their opponents. "

 -Joe Stinebaker, Associated Press,
 Dallas Morning News , February 14, 2007

 More costs argued than and persuasively 50 benefits, years ago, and that Anthony when voting the Downs costs incurs get (1957) both suf-
 argued persuasively that voting incurs both
 costs and benefits, and when the costs get suf-
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 ficiently high, rational voters will abstain by not turning
 out to vote. Because costs may differ across groups,
 Downs' insight suggests that partisan politicians might
 be able to manipulate election dates, places, modes,
 and times to encourage voting by their supporters and
 to hinder voting by their opponents (Dunne, Reed, and
 Wilbanks 1997). One often changed feature of voting
 is the location of the polling place. Could something
 as simple, trifling, and apparently benign as changing
 polling place locations in Houston or elsewhere actu-
 ally affect the number and kinds of people who vote by
 changing the equilibrium between the costs and bene-
 fits of voting?

 In theory, even a tiny cost could lead to wholesale
 abstention (Niemi 1976; Sanders 1980), so low is the
 probability that one's single vote will affect the out-
 come of the election and be decisive in producing ben-
 efits for the voter. In practice, of course, people do vote,
 demonstrating that the act of participation is not only
 an exercise in self-interest, but also provides altruistic,
 civic-minded, and expressive benefits that overcome
 the personal costs in information gathering, time ex-
 pended, distance traveled, and inconvenience incurred
 (Aldrich 1993; Blais 2000; Fedderson 2004; Fedderson
 and Pesendorfer 1996, 1999; Fedderson and Sandroni
 2006; Goodin and Roberts 1975; Green and Shapiro
 1994; Leighley and Nagler 1992; Palfrey and Rosen-
 thal 1995; Riker and Ordeshook 1973; Rosenstone and
 Hansen 1993; Uhlaner 1989; Verba, Schlozman, and
 Brady 1995; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980). How-
 ever, these higher-minded motivations are not univer-
 sally sufficient to overcome the costs of voting for all
 people. Although turnout rates are highly variable,
 they never approach 100% in any election of conse-
 quence. So, costs do matter for voter turnout, but how
 much?

 The historic California 2003 gubernatorial recall
 election provided an opportunity to study how voting
 costs affect voter turnout. In what amounts to a natural
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 experiment, some counties- in order to cut administra-
 tive costs- consolidated voting precincts1 and changed
 polling locations in ways that nearly randomly assigned
 increased voting costs to some voters but not others.
 Los Angeles County, the largest county in the United
 States, reduced the number of distinct voting precincts
 by 64% from 5,231 to 1,885, thus changing the location
 of the polling place for two thirds of the registered
 voters. We compare 2003 turnout of the "treatment"
 group, whose polling places changed from their loca-
 tion in 2002 to the 2003 turnout of the "control" group,
 whose polling place in 2003 remained the same as in
 2002.

 Although this change in polling places is not a per-
 fect natural experiment, it is about as close as we can
 come with observational data. Furthermore, using sta-
 tistical matching methods, we can create substantial
 similarity (or "balance") between the treatment and
 control groups. Consequently, these data provide us
 with a strong inference that changing polling places
 in Los Angeles County reduced turnout by a substan-
 tial 1.85% among those who had their polling places
 changed. Voting at the polling place decreased even
 more, by 3.03%; however, an increase in absentee vot-
 ing of 1.18% made up for some of this reduction. In
 addition, the substitution of absentee voting for polling
 place voting is greatest among older and middle-age
 people, whereas younger people are more inclined to
 simply not vote at all.

 The change in polling places had two effects we
 expected: a transportation effect resulting from the
 change in distance to the polling place and a search
 effect resulting from the costs of finding and going to a
 new polling place. About 60% of the 3.03% reduction
 in turnout at the polling place is due to the search
 effect (of about 1.8%), and the impact of the search
 effect is about two and one-half times larger than the
 transportation effect for the average person who ex-
 perienced an increased distance to the polling place of
 about one sixth of a mile. The two effects are roughly
 equal for someone who had an increased distance to
 the polling place of about a mile. The overall reduction
 in not voting of about 1.85% is almost entirely due to
 the search effect (about 1.4%) because the decision
 not to vote appears to be essentially unaffected by
 the distance to the polling place. People make a deci-
 sion about voting or not voting based on the increased
 search costs from having their polling place moved, and
 if they decide to vote, they choose absentee or polling
 place voting based on both search and travel costs.

 The change also had some partisan effects. There is
 no indication that the Los Angeles County Registrar of
 Voters manipulated polling locations so as to change
 more polling locations for those registered with one

 rather than the other major party, but small partisan
 consequences are still observed for two reasons. First,
 there is a basic composition effect: because Los Ange-
 les has more Democratic than Republican registrants,
 a constant reduction in turnout across the two party
 groups affects more Democrats than Republicans. Sec-
 ond, there is a slightly disparate impact between party
 registrants: Democrats reduce their voting by 2.11%
 compared to Republicans, who reduce their voting by
 only 1.61%. This changes the partisan margin by about
 0.22%. Even though this is a very small figure, about
 one in two hundred contested House elections have a

 margin this size between first and second place.2 Hence,
 changing polling place locations could conceivably af-
 fect an election, even if the registrar was not trying
 directly to manipulate polling places in a partisan man-
 ner. Moreover, substantial manipulation might be pos-
 sible if someone changed polling places only in those
 places that leaned one way.

 This is only one election, but the strength of the
 research design and the precision of the estimates of
 transportation costs, search costs, and overall impacts
 of consolidation from polling place changes represent
 a major advance over previous work that relied pri-
 marily on correlational and regression studies. These
 results also suggest that changing polling places can
 affect partisan outcomes, although the effects are small
 if the changes are essentially done randomly. But there
 is a potential for major impacts if systematic attempts
 are made to disrupt voting in precincts that all lean in
 one partisan direction.

 PAST RESEARCH AND THEORY

 Past Research . Our focus is on the costs of voting
 beyond registration.3 Using regression methods, Gim-
 pel and Schuknecht (2003) investigated the impact of
 the difficulty of reaching one's polling place using two
 measures: distance and impedance (i.e., the time and
 effort of the commute). In a 2000 general election study
 of three suburban Maryland counties, they showed that
 ease of access is positively related to turnout, although
 the relationship is nonlinear and moderated by other
 factors. Subsequently, Dyck and Gimpel (2005) and
 Gimpel, Dyck, and Shaw (2006) used regression meth-
 ods to look at voters' choices to vote in-person on
 Election Day, in-person early, or via absentee ballot,

 1 Consolidation was possible because the ballot for the recall election
 consisted of only four statewide questions, the two-part recall ques-
 tion and two initiatives. The first recall question was whether the
 sitting governor should be recalled, and the second was who, from a
 long list of candidates, should replace him. The only ballot difference
 across areas was the need to shuffle the order of candidates in each

 of 80 Assembly districts. Consequently, precinct consolidation was
 both feasible and a reasonable response to budgetary strictures.

 2 This number is estimated from Figure la of Mulligan and Hunter
 (2003), which is a histogram of the absolute percentage margin
 (absolute elected margin divided by the sum of Democratic and
 Republican votes). In Figure la, about 5% of elections have a 2%
 margin. A rough interpolation in Figure la suggests the figure in the
 text.

 3 Lowering the costs of voting through easier registration, such as
 the 1993 National Voter Registration Act (commonly known as
 "Motor Voter"), or through absentee voting has a significant im-
 pact on turnout (Highton 1997, 2004; Knack 1995; Knack and White
 2000; Rosenstone and Hansen 1993; Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978;
 Squire, Wolfinger, and Glass 1987; Stein 1998; Timpone 1998; Wolfin-
 ger and Rosenstone 1980). These methods presumably decrease
 transportation and search costs associated with voting, which are
 considered in this article.
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 based on proximity to both Election Day and early
 voting polling places. This work also highlights the
 importance of geographic information systems (GIS)
 technology. This powerful new tool allows researchers
 to model spatial data, which can generate both key
 variables to test hypotheses and hypotheses for further
 study. It also produces illuminating displays. Haspel
 and Knotts (2005) use GIS to great effect in their study
 of Atlanta elections; they also engage in a valuable
 discussion of various conceptions of a distance variable.
 McNulty, Dowling, and Ariotti (2009) advance that dis-
 cussion and demonstrate that the differences between

 roadmap and geometric distance reckoning are triv-
 ial; they argue that determining precise distances on
 a street grid does not improve accuracy sufficiently to
 justify the additional effort required (also see Haspel
 and Knotts 2005). For this article, we use straight-line
 distance calculations.

 Theory. Changing polling places typically increases
 search and transportation costs.4 Our goal is to dis-
 entangle these costs by getting data on each of them.
 Changes in search costs can be measured by whether
 the polling place location was changed. Changes in
 transportation costs can be approximated by geocod-
 ing the original 2002 and the new 2003 polling place
 locations, and then calculating the change in distance
 between voters and their polling places.

 Turnout, the fraction of people who vote either at
 the polling place or by absentee ballot, is an impor-
 tant outcome variable for this study, but it is only one
 of three possible outcome measures: voting at polling
 places (P), absentee voting (Л), and not voting (N). Per-
 haps the most important policy question is the impact
 of changing polling places on voter turnout (V), which
 consists of voting at the polling place or via absentee
 ballot (V = P + A). The sum of either turning out
 (V) or not turning out (N) must equal the number of
 voters because one or the other act must occur. With

 this identity and the definition of turnout, any two of
 the measures P, Л , and N provide a full description of
 electoral turnout.

 In the 2002 Governor's race in Los Angeles County,
 55.1% of those registered did not vote, about 35.8%
 voted at the polling place, and 9.1% voted absentee,
 indicating that there were many voters in all three
 groups. Following the change of polling places in 2003,
 polling place voting should decrease among those vot-
 ers whose polls were moved because voters must bear
 the costs of searching for the new polling place and then
 (typically) incur the costs of greater travel distances to
 them. It also seems possible that there will be variation

 in travel costs that depends not only on the increases
 in travel distances themselves, but also on the voter's
 initial distance to the polls. Those voters who are used
 to traveling greater distances to the polls might be less
 likely to experience an increase in distance as a sub-
 stantial cost than those who are used to traveling short
 distances to the polls.

 APPROACH TO THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

 The Data. We obtained voter lists, along with their
 addresses and precincts, for both the 2002 (gubernato-
 rial and midterm election) and the 2003 recall election.
 We also obtained lists of polling place locations in 2002
 and 2003. Matching and cleaning the files provided the
 bulk of the work. In the end, for all voters who appear
 on both the 2002 and 2003 voting lists, we have the
 location of their polling place for each year, whether
 they voted in 2002, and whether they voted in 2003. In
 addition, we have other information of varying quality
 about people's age, place of birth, and party registra-
 tion. Appendix A describes the data matching project
 in more detail.

 Our interest is in voters who were registered in Los
 Angeles County in 2002 and who were still on the reg-
 istration rolls in 2003 at the same address. We also

 wanted voters for whom a legitimate vote disposition
 had been officially recorded of either voting at the
 polling place, voting absentee, or not voting. Our con-
 solidated 2002 and 2003 file had 4,172,149 individuals,
 but only 3,142,523 were registered for both elections
 at the same address.5 We excluded 31,456 of these due
 to missing data.6 Our final file has 3,111,067 voters,
 which is 99.0% of our target population of those who
 were registered for both elections at the same address.
 We were able to geocode the addresses of 3,045,206
 (97.9%) of these voters. One other major variable that
 we use is age, and we have a reasonable birth year
 for 2,844,031 (91.4%) voters in our final file.7 For the
 matching analysis that matches on turnout in 2002,

 4 There are two kinds of search costs. One is the increased informa-
 tional costs associated with finding the new polling place which we
 suspect are the major kind of costs. The other is that the new polling
 place will sometimes be in a different neighborhood than the old
 one, and this neighborhood may differ from it in many respects. On
 average, it seems just as likely that the new neighborhood will be
 better (more safe, easier to get around, more pleasant to be in, etc.)
 rather than worse than the old one, but uncertain and risk-averse
 voters will weigh the costs more heavily than the benefits. Hence,
 on average, there will be increased risk aversion costs due to the
 uncertainty surrounding any search.

 5 Of the 4,172,149 people on our consolidated file, 289,300 were new
 registrants in 2003 who were not on the file in 2002, and 530,229 others
 dropped off between 2002 and 2003. After excluding these people,
 3,352,620 remained who were registered in both years. We excluded
 168,073 more people who had moved between 2002 and 2003 based
 on their addresses in our file. This left 3,184,547 people who were
 registered at the same address for both years. Of these, 42,024 did
 not have a legitimate vote disposition on the 2002 vote question and,
 based on their date of registration in the file, registered after the
 date of the 2002 election. This left us with our target population of
 3,142,523 who were registered for both elections at the same address.
 6 Of these in our target population, 5,630 did not have a legitimate
 vote disposition on the 2003 vote question and 25,826 people were
 in voting precincts for which we did not have any information about
 their polling place location in either 2002 or 2003.
 7 Some birth years are recorded as in the 1700s or 1800s; these are ob-
 viously erroneous. Although there might be a small cohort of people
 aged 102 years or older in our file, we decided to exclude everyone
 with a birth year of 1900 and prior. An additional justification for
 this choice was that there were a large number of people- an order
 of magnitude larger than 1899 or 1901- with a recorded birth year of
 1900, suggesting that 1900 was used as a default listing at some point.
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 FIGURE 1 . Distance to Polling Place in 2002
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 distance to polling place in 2002, and age, we have
 a file of 2,781,895 people.

 Changing Polling Places through Precinct Consoli-
 dation. The experimental treatment is a change in
 polling place produced by precinct consolidation which
 assigned many voters to new polling places. Those reg-
 istrants who had the same polling places in both 2002
 and 2003 are the control group. Those registrants who
 had different polling places in 2002 and 2003 are the
 treatment group. Because precinct consolidation was
 done throughout Los Angeles County to reduce admin-
 istrative costs, those people whose polling places were
 changed were spread throughout the entire county, al-
 most at random.

 Not surprisingly, the 64% reduction in polling places8
 in Los Angeles County between 2002 and 2003 in-
 creased the average distance that people had to travel
 to their polling places. Figures 1 and 2 present his-
 tograms for the distance that people traveled to their
 polling places in 2002 and 2003 among the 3,045,206 for
 whom we have geocoded addresses. Note that there is a
 clear shift to the right in 2003, with the average distance
 going from 0.348 miles to 0.502 miles- a mean increase
 of 0.154 miles, or 44.3%. In addition, the percentiles
 of the distribution shifted as shown in Table 1, and the
 median went from 0.28 to 0.41- a change of 0.13 miles,

 TABLE 1 . Average Distance to Polling
 Place in 2002 and 2003

 Miles to Polling Place for
 Percentiles of Voters

 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

 2002 0.10 0.17 0.28 0.43 0.64
 2003 0.14 0.25 0.41 0.63 0.90

 N= 3,045,206.

 or about a 46% increase. In effect, the 25th percentile
 of voters in 2003 had to go about the same distance
 as the 50th percentile in 2002, and the 75th percentile
 in 2003 had to go about the same distance as the 90th
 percentile in 2002.

 Were Polling Places Changed Randomly ? If polling
 places were truly changed randomly in 2003, then
 the 2002 characteristics of the treatment and control

 groups should be statistically indistinguishable from
 one another. Specifically, the proportion of registered
 voters turning out at the polls, voting absentee, and
 not voting should be the same. Using an estimation
 technique that takes into account the fact that assign-
 ment to treatment or control occurred on the basis of

 9,275 registration precincts (voting precincts are pieced
 together from these smaller registration precincts), we
 find tiny differences in turnout in 2002 on the order
 of one tenth to four tenths of a percentage point,
 and only one of the measures for turnout differences
 (for absentee voting) is statistically significant at even
 the 0.05 level.9 Although these turnout differences are

 8 Virtually all the changes in polling places resulted from the coun-
 tywide poll consolidation; however, a small number of polling places
 change every election due merely to routine turnover in polling place
 availability, or a current location may be found unsuitable or another
 preferable for reasons of accessibility (especially for the disabled),
 centrality, facilities, or cost. The consolidation stemming from the
 recall led to a much greater number of people with changed polling
 places than usual, and those people were spread comprehensively
 and more or less randomly throughout the entire county. As an
 additional bonus, there was a mere 11 -month time span between
 major elections, which reduced typical turnover on the voter rolls
 and probably enhanced voter recall of the 2002 polling place.

 9 The estimation method is hierarchical linear modeling (HLM)
 (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002), which takes into account the fact that
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 FIGURE 2. Distance to Polling Place in 2003
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 extremely small, they are large enough compared to
 the size of our ultimate results (which are on the order
 of one to three percentage points) to suggest that it
 might be worth correcting for them.

 Moreover, there were other differences as well. Con-
 sider distance to the polling place in 2002. Those who
 had their polling place changed in 2003 had to go an
 average distance of 0.354 miles in 2002, whereas those
 who did not have their polling place changed had to
 go only 0.320 miles- a difference of 0.034 miles, which
 is highly statistically significant, although substantively
 rather small- about 60 yards. Even though it seems un-
 likely that initial differences in distance to the polling
 place are confounding our results, one of our theo-
 retical goals is to learn about the impact of changes
 in polling place distance on voting, and based on our
 theoretical model (see Appendix B), this impact might
 depend on people's past experience with distance to
 their polling place. Consequently, there is a theoretical
 argument for controlling for initial (2002) polling place
 distance.

 Another important determinant of voting is age, and
 we have a reasonable year of birth for about 91.4% of
 the voters on the file. We find very small preexisting
 differences between the two groups (treatment and
 control) by age, but there are about 0.73% more people
 older than 60 years in the group that did not have its
 polling place changed.

 the assignment of polling places? In the worst-case
 scenario, a highly partisan Registrar of Voters might
 change polling locations for precincts with large con-
 centrations of partisans of one particular party, but this
 seems unlikely in California with its progressive tra-
 dition of choosing registrars based on their efficiency
 and effectiveness, not their partisan identification. It
 seems much more likely that a Registrar of Voters
 would change polling places to minimize the reduction
 in turnout that might be expected from such a change.10
 To do this, the registrar would need some theory about
 what affects voting turnout and some relevant data
 on the precincts. The voter registration file would pro-
 vide the most useful data, and the theories would pre-
 sumably be fairly simple- such as believing that past
 voting behavior predicts future voting behavior, travel
 distance matters, and age affects voting behavior. This
 simplifies the modeling process because it suggests that
 we probably have at hand most of the information that
 was used by the registrar in changing polling places.

 The registrar might consolidate precincts with
 greater fractions of absentee voters because changing

 The Assignment Process . These results demonstrate
 that the consolidation process was very nearly but not
 perfectly random. So what principles were used for

 groups of voters defined by registration precincts- a subgrouping
 of voting precincts- were assigned to either the treatment or con-
 trol group. This method assigns the appropriate standard errors to
 variables that measure characteristics on the individual level or the

 precinct level. See Appendix С for details.

 10 California notably has one of the most comprehensive voter infor-
 mation dispersal systems in the United States. They routinely send
 voter information booklets to all registrant households with their
 polling place included on the back cover and with an absentee ballot
 application enclosed. In addition, recognizing that changing polling
 places was likely to confuse registrants, the Registrar of Voters sent
 additional postcards to any household whose poll had been moved.
 The registrar also issued a number of press releases reporting on
 the large number of changes in polling places and encouraging con-
 cerned citizens to consider voting absentee given the expectation of
 extraordinary turnout. These measures probably reduced the costs
 associated with learning about changed polling places, but they surely
 did not eliminate them entirely, as our results illustrate. In fact, the
 implication is that in a polity with a less assiduous registrar or more
 lax voter information laws, the increase in the costs of voting would
 be even higher and the turnout falloff from changing polling places
 even greater.
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 TABLE 2. Selection Regression for Assignment of Registration Precincts

 Variables Basic Equation ř-Statistic With Interaction ř-Statistic

 Constant 0.583 6.353 0.553 5.945

 (0.092) (0.093)

 Size of precinct (people in 100s) -0.012 -4.934 -0.012 -4.976
 (0.002) (0.002)

 Absentee voting (fraction) 0.348 4.032 0.333 3.848
 (0.086) (0.087)

 Distance to polling place in 2002 0.01 7 5.833 0.01 7 5.81 5
 (thousandths of miles) (0.003) (0.003)

 Age 60 or older (fraction) -0.171 -3.269 -0.042 -0.500
 (0.052) (0.084)

 Age 40 or older (fraction) -0.029 -0.591 -0.034 -0.684
 (0.049) (0.049)

 Polling place voting (fraction) -0.010 -0.227 0.056 1.016
 (0.044) (0.055)

 Democrats (fraction) 0.117 1.220 0.127 1.319
 (0.096) (0.096)

 Republicans (fraction) 0.091 0.950 0.104 1.089
 (0.095) (0.096)

 Independents (fraction) 0.081 0.749 0.089 0.829
 (0.107) (0.107)

 Interaction: fraction older than - - -0.00338 -1.973

 age 60 and fraction (0.001 71 )
 polling place voting

 R-squared 0.012 0.013
 N 8,780 8,780

 the polling place of absentee voters has little to no
 impact on their turnout.11 The registrar might be less
 likely to consolidate precincts with more elderly voters,
 especially if they had large numbers of polling place
 voters. The registrar might be more likely to consoli-
 date those precincts with fewer people than those with
 more people because fewer voters would be discom-
 fited by changing their location. Finally, the decision
 to change a polling place might take into account
 2002 distance to the polling place for the voters in a
 precinct. The registrar might try to reorganize polling
 places that are on average far away from voters in
 such a way as to minimize increases in distance. This
 presumably requires changing more of these polling
 places. These measures would tend to reduce public
 complaints about the process, something all service
 agencies seek to minimize, if not for the pleasure of
 performing their functions well, then merely due to
 self-interest.

 Following the classic works by Heckman (1979) and
 Achen (1986), the registrar's assignment (or selection)
 process is modeled by regressing a binary variable for
 "treatment" or "control" on the covariates believed

 to be important for the selection process. Because the
 decision was made by registration precincts, we use
 these as the unit of analysis. Hence, those variables

 11 Becausee absentee voters can drop off their ballots at polling
 places, there might be a slight impact.

 related to individual characteristics or distance to the

 polling place are averages for those in the registration
 precinct.12 To simplify the process of interpreting the
 regression, we present results from a linear regression
 (or a linear probability model without a Goldberger
 correction), although a logistic or probit regression
 yields exactly the same pattern.

 Table 2 presents the results for two regressions of
 the treatment variable on the four factors that we be-

 lieved would be important for assignment and some
 others that we believed would not be. First, the number
 of people in the registration precinct matters. Those
 precincts with more people are less likely to have their
 polling place changed. Thus, a relatively large regis-
 tration precinct of 500 people (at the 75th percentile
 in size) is about 5% less likely to have its polling place
 changed than a small registration precinct of 100 people
 (at the 25th percentile). Second, a registration precinct

 12 Almost all (95% of them with 95% of the people in them) reg-
 istration precincts are entirely composed of people who either did
 not have their polling place changed or did have their polling place
 changed, but it was possible for individuals to be moved from one reg-
 istration precinct to another between 2002 and 20.03. Consequently,
 even though all members of a registration precinct are assigned the
 same polling place location, it is possible for a registration precinct
 for which almost everyone had their polling place changed to still
 have some people for which their polling place was not changed. The
 reverse is also possible. To accommodate these mixed precincts, we
 dichotomize the variable for the percentage of people who changed
 their polling place at one half.
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 with a relatively high level of absentee voting at 12%
 (at the 75th percentile) is about 2% more likely to have
 its polling place changed than a registration precinct
 with only 6% absentee (at the 25th percentile). Third,
 a registration precinct in which its voters have to go
 one quarter mile more to get to their polling place
 has a 4% greater chance of having its polling place
 changed. Fourth, a registration precinct that goes from
 14% older than 60 years (the 25th percentile) to 24%
 older than 60 years (the 75th percentile) decreases its
 chances of having its polling place changed by almost
 2%. However, the fraction of people ages 40 to 59
 years; the fraction of polling place voters; and the frac-
 tion of Democrats, Republicans, or Independents do
 not affect the selection probability. The second column
 of regression coefficients adds another fact- it is not
 the percent of those older than 60 years that matters
 so much as its interaction with the percent who vote at
 the polling place.
 Despite these findings, perhaps the most important

 feature of this regression is that it explains very little
 of the selection process- the R squared is only 0.012,
 meaning that only about 1.2% of the variance is ex-
 plained. If the variables included in the regression are,
 in fact, the only ones that affected the assignment of
 polling places, then this small R squared indicates that
 the assignment was nearly random. Nevertheless, the
 regression suggests that some strategies were used to
 mitigate the adverse impacts of changed polling places
 so we should seek an approach that will allow us to
 correct for this modest but still possibly significant non-
 random assignment of precincts to control or treatment
 status.

 STATISTICAL MATCHING RESULTS

 We correct for nonrandom assignment using statistical
 matching (Imbens 2004; Morgan and Harding 2006;
 Rosenbaum 2002). Matching deals with the fundamen-
 tal problem of causal inference, the fact that we can
 only observe each unit in either the treated or con-
 trol condition, but not both, by taking each observed
 unit and matching it with one or more other similar
 observed units that received the opposite treatment.
 Thus, for a unit that received the treatment, we find a
 unit with similar characteristics that did not receive the

 treatment. We then use this unit as the imputed control
 for the treated unit. The trick, of course, is to match
 on the right characteristics, and this must be done to
 satisfy what is called the "conditional independence
 assumption" or the "unconfoundedness" assumption
 (Holland 1986; Neyman 1923; Rubin 1974). In our case,
 the obvious matching variables are those that are sig-
 nificant in our selection equation. The success of the
 matching can be evaluated by how well other variables
 that might be considered important are balanced in
 the matched data. That is, the extent to which we have
 similar distributions of these variables in the treatment
 and control cases.

 Matching Variables . What should we choose as our
 matching variables? Should we match on all four sig-
 nificant factors (2002 turnout, age, size of precinct, and

 distance to polling place in 2002) in our selection equa-
 tion? Matching is only necessary for those variables
 that might be correlated with 2003 turnout. There are
 very strong reasons for expecting 2002 turnout behav-
 ior (Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003) and age (Miller
 and Shanks 1996, chapter 3) to affect turnout so we
 match on it. The size of a precinct is another matter. A
 direct relationship between the number of registered
 voters in a precinct in which someone resides and those
 factors that have a causal impact on individual turnout
 seems very unlikely, so we do not match on size of
 precinct.13 It is not immediately obvious that 2002 dis-
 tance to the polling place might affect 2003 turnout;
 however, in simple bivariate regressions, for each one
 tenth of a mile increase in distance to the polling place
 in 2002, polling place voting in 2002 decreased by about
 0.27% and absentee voting in 2002 increased by about
 0.25%. These results strongly suggest that 2002 dis-
 tance to the polling place might have an impact on
 voting in 2003. Hence, even though there was very good
 initial balance in 2002 distance to the polling place, we
 nevertheless matched on this distance because it was

 statistically significant in our selection equation.
 There are also other reasons for matching on 2002

 distance to the polling place. Among those whose
 polling places were changed, the correlation between
 the change in polling place distance between 2002 and
 2003 (presumably a measure of the strength of the
 "treatment") and a person's polling place distance in
 2002 is -0.293, even though the correlation between
 having your polling place changed in 2003 and your
 polling place distance in 2002 is much smaller at 0.050.
 That is, whether your polling place was changed in 2003
 did not have much to do with how far you had to go
 to your polling place in 2002, but once the decision
 was made to change your polling place, the change in
 distance was strongly (negatively) related to your 2002
 polling place distance. It appears as if efforts were made
 to reduce the distance to polling places in 2003 for those
 who had appreciable distances to go in 2002. 14

 Consequently, another reason to match on 2002
 distances to polling places is that even though the
 treatment and control groups were initially balanced
 with respect to this distance, the putative treatment

 13 Although it seems unlikely that there is a direct relationship be-
 cause the number of people in a precinct is typically indiscernible to
 voters, we do not dismiss the possibility that the number of voters
 in a precinct might proxy some characteristics of the area that might
 affect turnout such as population density or enduring neighborhood
 associations in long-established communities (Putnam 2000). How-
 ever, we obtained very similar results to the ones reported here when
 we added matches for geographic location (using ZIP codes), a good
 proxy for density and many other contextual characteristics.
 14 The average change in distance between 2002 and 2003 can be
 computed for a 7-point 2002 polling place distance scale. Among
 those whose polling places were changed, those in category one (one
 tenth of a mile from the polling place in 2002) had their distance to
 their polling place increased by almost half a mile (0.4788). These
 distances decrease category by category until they actually become
 negative for the last category: 0.3647, 0.2805, 0.2070, 0.1383, 0.0676,
 -0.0915. Thus, those people who had the longest distances to go to
 their polling place in 2002 and who had their polling place changed
 in 2003 had their average distance decreased by about one tenth of
 a mile.
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 TABLE 3. Changes in Balance Due to Matching (Treatment Minus Control)

 Initial Difference Difference after Matching Net Result

 Permanent Absentee -0. 1 55% -0.034% Smaller

 Party Registration
 Democrat -0.156% -0.569% Larger
 Republican -0.055% 0.364% Larger
 Third party 0.109% 0.082% Smaller
 Decline to state 0.101% 0.122% Larger
 Piace of Birth
 California -0.399% -0.221% Smaller

 West (not California) 0.114% 0.027% Smaller
 East of Mississippi 0.003 0.039% Larger
 Born in United States 0.005% 0.001% Smaller

 Foreign born 0.277% 0.232% Smaller

 strengths (i.e., the changes in distance to the polling
 place between 2002 and 2003) differed by this distance.
 If we want to determine the impact of different treat-
 ment strengths, then we must match on 2002 distance
 to the polling place. Moreover, there is still another
 reason for considering 2002 distance to polling place.
 Perhaps distance to polling place in 2002 interacts with
 the treatment to make it more or less efficacious. Thus,
 even if distance to polling place in 2002 were unrelated
 to turnout in 2003, failing to control for it would lead
 to a missed opportunity- we would not learn whether
 there is an interaction between this variable and the
 effects of the treatment.15

 To facilitate matching cases with respect to people's
 turnout behavior in 2002, their age, and their distance
 to the polling place in 2002, we put each variable into
 categories. Past turnout is in three categories (voted
 at polling place, voted absentee, or did not vote). We
 combined some age groups (starting with those 61 years
 or older) to get 53 relatively equal-size categories with
 an average size of 52,486.16 We created 74 categories
 for distance to the polling place in 2002, with the num-
 ber of cases in each category ranging from 12,743 to
 66,800. In most cases, an exact match required that
 the matched observation have a distance within plus
 or minus 0.01 miles.17 There were 11,766 potential
 matching categories (3 x 53 x 74), and there were
 2,781,895 observations with data on all three variables.

 All but 14 of these categories had both treatment and
 control observations, which reduced the number of
 observations by 133 to 2,781,762 observations. In the
 results reported here, we matched using a modification
 of Sekhon's "matching" package for R (Mebane and
 Sekhon 1998; Sekhon n.d). To generate average treat-
 ment effects, observations were paired with all exact
 matches across "experimental" conditions to produce
 513,934,138 matched pairs. The modified program pro-
 duced standard errors, which took into account the fact
 that "randomization" was across registration precincts
 and not individuals.

 Matching Balance . Before presenting the results, it
 is useful to consider the degree to which the data are
 "balanced" on other important variables that might
 be associated with turnout. The matching ensures that
 the data are balanced with respect to turnout in 2002,
 age, and distance to polling place in 2002, but does it
 also create balance on other variables? We consider

 three variables that were reasonably complete on the
 voting files: permanent absentee status, party registra-
 tion, and place of birth. About 4.4% of the sample
 had chosen to use absentee ballots "permanently," and
 7 1 .5 % of them actually voted absentee in 2002, whereas
 10.2% of them voted at their polling place. About 52%
 registered as Democrats, 28% as Republicans, 16% as
 "decline to state," and 5% with other parties. We coded
 birthplaces into five categories: California (41%), East
 of the Mississippi River (19%), West of the Mississippi
 River but not California (10%), foreign born (29%),
 and United States born (1.2%).

 Table 3 presents the balance results. We present
 both initial differences (treatment minus control) in
 percentages and the final differences after matching.
 The initial differences in party registration show that
 there was no (successful) effort to change polling places
 so as to affect the partisans of one party more than
 another. There was a tiny bit more of both Democrats
 and Republicans in the control than in the treatment
 group, but the net difference was 0.101 %, or only about
 1,800 voters. Of these only, about two thirds had their
 polling place changed, and at most, only about 2% did
 not vote- for a puny impact of about 24 voters lost for

 15 In medicine, for example, if some genetic characteristic has noth-
 ing to do with getting a disease, but it interacts with some medicine
 for curing the disease, then failing to consider this genetic character-
 istic in a medical trial will ultimately lead to mistakes in treatment
 regimens. Doctors will not know, for example, that for people with
 genetic characteristic "X" the medicine has no impact, whereas it is
 efficacious for people with genetic characteristic "Y".
 16 The grouped categories are 18-20, 61-62, 63-64, 65-66, 67-68, 69-
 70, 71-73, 74-76, 77-79, 80-83, 84-89, and 90-100. All people older
 than 100 years were excluded from the file. The number of people in
 the categories ranged from 37,664 (those in the 74-76 category) to
 66,421 (46 vear olds).

 17 The first 60 categories are each one hundredth of a mile. From 0.6
 to 0.7 of a mile, there are five equal categories of two hundredths
 of a mile. From 0.7 to 0.9 of a mile, there are five equal categories
 of four hundredths of a mile. The final four categories are (0.9-1.0),
 (1.0-1.2), (1.2-1.6), and (1.6-80).
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 TABLE 4. Outcome Estimates: Unadjusted and Matched

 Unadjusted Results Matching Results Naive t Statistic Sophisticated t Statistic

 Polling place voting -3.11% -3.03% -83.12 -51.16
 Absentee voting 1.56% 1.18% 49.13 32.83
 Not voting 1.55% 1.85% 52.08 26.22
 Number of people 2,781 ,762 2,781 ,762

 the Democrats or a minuscule 0.001 % of total partisan
 voters.

 For the rest of the results, it does not make a great
 deal of sense to present ř-statistics because the large
 sample ensures that most of these differences are sta-
 tistically significant. Rather, we focus on their size. Of
 the 10 differences, 6 of them are smaller after matching,
 1 is about the same (for "decline to state"), and 3 are
 bigger (for "born in the East," Democrat, and Repub-
 lican). The two largest differences in absolute value are
 for Democrats (0.57%) and Republicans (-0.36%),
 but most are much smaller. The partisan difference
 might be considered a problem, but what seems to
 matter for turnout is major party membership versus
 "decline to state" or third-party membership. Those
 registered with the two major parties turned out at rates
 of 65.5% in 2002 in Los Angeles (Republicans) and
 59.3% (Democrats), whereas those not registered with
 the major parties turned out at 47.2% (decline to state)
 and 46.3% (third parties)- so partisans of the major
 parties voted at rates that were about 15 percentage
 points higher than others. Thus, the important figure is
 the net reduction in partisans in the treatment group
 due to the imbalance. This figure is about 0.20%, which
 is the population-weighted difference of the weighted
 average of -0.569 and 0.364 and the weighted average
 of 0.082 and 0.122. Thus, we would expect that the
 treatment group would have lower turnout of about
 0.15 * 0.20% = 0.03%, which is only about one thirtieth
 of the smallest effect sizes of about 1.00% that we find.

 Matching Results . Table 4 presents the results for the
 three 2003 turnout variables after matching on turnout
 in 2002, distance to polling place in 2002, and age. The
 first column reports the raw results without matching.
 The second column reports results from matching. The
 decline of 3.03% in polling place voting is similar to the
 unadjusted results, but nonvoting appears to be much
 higher at 1.85% and absentee voting much lower at
 1.18%. 18 These results most likely reflect the mitigating
 efforts taken by the Registrar of Voters. The matching
 results for nonvoting can be thought of as what would
 have occurred had the registrar not exerted any efforts

 to mitigate the impact of changing polling places, and
 the raw results can be considered the smaller decline

 in nonvoting that actually occurred. The relatively
 small difference in nonvoting between the unadjusted
 and matching results- only 0.379 percentage points-
 suggests the difficulty of overcoming the problems of
 consolidating precincts. The third and fourth columns
 present two estimates of t statistics. The third column
 presents the t statistics computed by ignoring the fact
 that blocs of voters in registration precincts were as-
 signed to the "treatment" or "control" condition en
 masse. The fourth column presents t statistics computed
 by making an adjustment to the matching estimator to
 simulate the HLM method used previously in this arti-
 cle. These t statistics are somewhat smaller in absolute

 value than those in the third column, but they are still
 exceptionally large.19

 Impact of Changes in Distance to Polling Place .
 We can use matching methods to disentangle search
 and transportation effects by plotting the difference
 in turnout between those who had their polling place
 moved and those who did not by the various amounts
 of change in distance to the polling place between 2002
 and 2003. Figure 3 presents polling place turnout, ab-
 sentee turnout, and nonvoting estimated over a range
 of possible changes in distance to the polling place. The
 data for Figure 3 were obtained by sorting the treat-
 ment group into 10 approximately equal-size groups
 (ranging from 99,753 to 267,793 people), depending
 on the change in their distance to their polling place
 between 2002 and 2003. Each group was assigned the
 median value of the change in polling place distance
 for those in the group (thus yielding values of -0.3181,
 -0.0714, 0.0624, 0.1552, 0.2253, 0.3034, 0.3959, 0.5175,
 0.6974, and 1.0644 miles). We can think of these as
 different "doses" of the change in distance to polling
 place treatment. For each dose level, we match the
 treatment and control groups by 2002 turnout, 2002
 distance to the polling place, and age. Within each dose
 level, we compared turnout for those in the treatment
 group who got that dose (for a given set of match-
 ing characteristics) with all those in the control group
 with those matching characteristics. These estimates

 18 We also did this analysis with party as an added matching variable
 (with "decline to state" combined with "third party" to produce
 three categories: Democrat, Republican, All Other). As expected
 given the small differences in the balance results, the point estimates
 were almost identical: 3.039% for polling place voting, 1.847% for
 nonvoting, and 1.192% for absentee voting- differences of at most
 0.013%- about one hundredth of a percent. We get similar results
 when matching by ZIP code, age, distance to polling place in 2002,
 and turnout in 2002.

 19 Calculating these t statistics required reprogramming Sekhon's
 matching program to estimate standard errors within and between
 registration precincts in much the same way as the HLM algorithm
 accounts for both kinds of error. Our thanks go to Alex Theodoridis
 for the programming and to Jasjeet Sekhon for advice. In making
 our modifications to Sekhon's program, we consulted Abadie et al.
 (2001) and Abadie and Imbens (2006).
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 FIGURE 3. Search and Transportation Effects
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 of the effect for each dose are then added up across
 the matching groups to obtain the average treatment
 effect for the dose. The standard errors for the points
 on these lines are approximately 0.18% so that a 95%
 confidence interval would be the estimates plus or mi-
 nus approximately 0.36%. Note that the veracity of the
 estimates depends on the assumption that the doses
 are essentially randomly assigned conditional on the
 matching characteristics. This assumption seems more
 likely to be true because we matched on initial distance
 to the polling place in 2002 to deal with the fact that
 the amount of change possible is obviously correlated
 with the "room for change" given the initial distance
 to the polling place.
 As we would expect, voting at the polling place (the
 solid line) decreases with an increasing value for the
 change in distance to the polling place. Moreover, when
 the change in distance is zero, we can estimate the
 pure search effect of about -1.8%, and the slope of
 the line, about -0.50% per one tenth of a mile for
 the part of the curve between -0.40 and 0.40 miles
 and almost zero thereafter, indicates the transportation
 effect. Part of this reduction in turnout was alleviated

 by an increase in absentee voting (the dashed line),
 with the pure information effect of 0.50% and the
 transportation effect of about 0.25% throughout the
 range. Thus, just by having a polling place changed,
 polling place voting decreases by 1.8%, and 0.5% is
 replaced with absentee voting for a net decrease in
 voting of 1.3% (see the dotted "no vote" line). For
 each one tenth of a mile increase in distance up to 0.4
 of a mile, polling place voting decreases by 0.50%, and

 about half of this (0.25%) is supplanted by absentee
 voting for a net reduction of 0.25% per one tenth of
 a mile up to 0.40 of a mile. Beyond four tenths of a
 mile, increased absentee voting actually decreases the
 amount of nonvoting to perhaps 1%. Figure 3 shows
 that both search and transportation effects matter.

 It also seems likely that the impact of changing
 polling places in 2003 varies by turnout behavior in
 2002, a voter's age, and distance to the polling place in
 2002. We consider each of these in turn. Figure 4 shows
 the impact on polling place voting in 2003 by type of
 turnout in 2002. The biggest declines in polling place
 turnout in 2003 are for those who voted at their polling
 place in 2002 (see the solid line). There is also a substan-
 tial impact on absentee voters (see the dashed line),
 and, as we might expect, very little impact on those
 who did not vote in 2002. Moving on to the impacts
 of age, Figure 5 shows that older voters reduce their
 polling place voting much more than younger voters
 (see the solid line), but they also substitute absentee
 voting (the dashed line) at a much higher rate. The
 net result is similar rates of increased nonvoting (the
 dotted line) across all age groups.20

 20 This figure was constructed by aggregating age categories to (18-
 24), (25-29), (30-34), (35-39), (40-44), (45-49), (50-54), (55-59),
 (60-64), (65-69), (70-79), and (80-99). The standard errors for the
 turnout measures are approximately 0.25% so that a 95% confidence
 interval would be ±0.50%. Thus, the lines for polling place and
 absentee voting are statistically indistinguishable from monotoni-
 cally decreasing and increasing ones, respectively. And the line for
 nonvoting is indistinguishable from a flat line.
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 FIGURE 4. Change in Polling Place Voting in 2003 by Change in Polling Place Distance
 by Turnout in 2002
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 FIGURE 5. Change in Turnout in 2003 by Age
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 FIGURE 6. Change in Polling Place Voting in 2003 by Change in Polling Place Distance in 2003 by
 2002 Distance to Polling Place in Terciles
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 Finally, consider how initial distance to the polling
 place in 2002 affects the relationship between turnout
 and the change in polling place distance between 2002
 and 2003. Figure 6 plots polling place turnout by change
 in distance to polling place for three different initial
 distances to the polling place in 2002. The solid line is
 for initial distances of zero to 0.2 of a mile (about 33%
 of the sample with a median of 0.13 mile), the dashed
 line is for distances of 0.21 to 0.37 miles (about 35% of
 the sample with a median of 0.27 mile), and the dotted
 line is for distances of 0.38 to several miles (about 33%
 of the sample with a median of 0.50). There is a clear
 impact with the greatest effects (i.e., the steepest lines)
 for the shortest initial distances in 2002.

 Common sense suggests that nonvoting should also
 be affected by changes in distance to the polling place.
 It seems reasonable that people who voted at their
 polling place in the past and who find absentee voting
 onerous will simply decide not to vote when confronted
 with a polling place that is much farther away in 2003.
 Yet, Figure 3 suggests that there is, at best, only a slight
 relationship between nonvoting and distance to the
 polling place, and Figure 7 shows that there is even less
 evidence for an impact of an increase on distance to the
 polling place on nonvoting after controlling for initial
 (2002) distance to the polling place. There appears to
 be no relationship between nonvoting and change in
 distance to the polling place regardless of the initial
 distance. Statistical estimates in Appendix В confirm
 this result.

 Summary of Results . People appear to make de-
 cisions in a two-step, "boundedly rational" (Conlisk
 1996) process. They initially decide whether to vote
 based on just the increased search costs imposed by
 changed polling places. Then, once they have decided
 to vote, they decide whether to vote at the polling place
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 or absentee by also considering changed distances (see
 Appendix В for more discussion of this process.)

 These results demonstrate the importance of conve-
 nience, habituation, and learning for voting. Changes in
 polling places and increased distances to polling places
 change turnout behavior due to increased inconve-
 nience. Because they are most discomfited by changes,
 older voters and voters used to voting at their polling
 places reduce their polling place voting the most when
 their polling place is changed. But those people who
 are habituated to going long distances to their polling
 place are less affected by increased distances to polling
 places, and older people (whom we can presume have
 learned about the voting system) substitute absentee
 voting for polling place voting.

 These results lead us back to the question with
 which we began: how does distance matter? Certainly,
 a change in polling place distance matters because our
 analysis passes the tests for a reliable causal inference:
 a change of polling places occurred for some people
 in Los Angeles (i.e., there was a manipulation of the
 putative cause); we had a real control group; we did
 our best to control for confounders; and we found sig-
 nificant effects. But what does it mean, for example,
 that the size of this change is conditioned on polling
 place distance in 2002? What does polling place dis-
 tance in 2002 actually measure? Does it stand for some
 unobserved heterogeneity that is not captured by our
 matching variables? What could cause this heterogene-
 ity? Is it correct to say that some people are generally
 more used to long trips than others so that they are
 less affected by changes in their polling place location?
 Or is something else going on? These are questions for
 future research.

 Partisan Impacts. Increasing costs certainly affect
 turnout, but do they have partisan implications as well?
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 TABLE 5. Estimation of Increase in Nonvoters Due to Changes in Polling Place by
 Party Registration and 2002 Vote

 Party 2002 No. of Percentage of Rate of No. of
 Registration Turnout People Category Nonvoting Nonvoters

 Democrats (51 .7%) PP 614,480 42.7% 2.88% 17,697
 AV 138,651 9.6% 0.59% 818
 NV 685,800 47.7% 1.73% 11,864
 Total 1,438,931 100% 2.11% 30,379

 Republicans (27.6%) PP 334,521 43.6% 1.90% 6,356
 AV 91,749 11.9% 0.76% 697
 NV 341,561 44.5% 1.56% 5,328
 Total 767,831 100% 1.61% 12,381

 Neither (20.7%) PP 181,078 31.4% 2.61% 4,726
 AV 36,236 6.3% 0.41% 149
 NV 358,819 62.3% 1.60% 5,741
 Total 576,133 100% 1.79% 10,616

 FIGURE 7. Change in Non-Voting in 2003 by Change in Polling Place Distance in 2003 by 2002
 Distance to Polling Place in Terciles
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 In Table 5, we estimate the increase in the nonvoting
 rate from the changing of polling places separately by
 party registration (Democratic, Republican, and Nei-
 ther) and polling place in 2002. The rates are estimated
 after matching on age and 2002 distance to the polling
 place. We find that the increase in nonvoting rates for
 Democrats is higher than for Republicans for those
 who voted at the polling place (PP) in 2002 (2.88%
 to 1.90%) and for those who did not vote (NV) in
 2002 (1.73% and 1.56%). These two groups account for
 90.4% of the Democrats and 88.1% of the Republicans.
 Hence, even though the increase in nonvoting rate is
 slightly higher for Republicans who voted absentee in
 2002 than for Democrats who voted in absentee in 2002

 (0.76% compared to 0.59%), the overall increase in
 nonvoting rate is higher among the Democrats (2.11 %)
 than among the Republicans (1.61%).

 We can convert these nonvoting rates into the num-
 ber of voters who did not turn out. The sixth (and
 last) column of each of the three party registration
 categories estimates the number of nonvoters by ap-
 plying the rate of nonvoting (in the fifth column) to
 the number of voters in that group (the third column)
 to get the number of nonvoters. This gives 30,379 for
 the Democrats and 12,381 for the Republicans, for a
 difference of 17,998. This difference is actually too
 high because it assumes that the changing of voting
 places affected everybody when, in fact, it only affects
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 about two thirds of the population; thus, a reasonable
 estimate of the ceiling of potential Democratic votes
 lost is 12,000, which assumes that voters reliably vote
 for the party in which they are registered.21
 This can be broken into two pieces. Because Los
 Angeles has more Democratic registration than Re-
 publican, a constant reduction in turnout across the
 two party groups of 1.94% (the weighted average
 of 2.11 % and 1.61%) affects more Democrats than
 Republicans- about 8,700 more. This reduction does
 not affect the relative ratio of Democrats to Repub-
 licans within Los Angeles County, but it does mean
 that fewer Democrats voted in Los Angeles County
 than if there had been no changes in polling places.
 If in California only Los Angeles disrupted its voters
 in this way, then Democrats would be less represented
 than if no disruptions had taken place. Second, because
 Democrats reduce their voting by 2.11% compared to
 Republicans, who reduce their voting by only 1.61%,
 the net loss to Democrats is another 3,300 votes. This
 changes the partisan margin by about 0.22%. This is
 a very small figure, but about one in two hundred
 contested House elections have a margin this size.22
 Hence, changing polling place locations could affect an
 election, even when the registrar was trying mightily
 not to manipulate polling places in a partisan manner.
 Moreover, substantial manipulation might be possible
 if there were intent to do so by changing polling places
 only in those places that leaned one way.

 CONCLUSION

 Although the 2003 changes in polling places is not a
 perfect natural experiment, it is about as close as we
 come with observational data. Consequently, it pro-
 vides us with a strong inference that the changes in
 Los Angeles County reduced turnout by a substantial
 1.85% in the precincts where the polling location was
 changed. We also find that voting at the polling place
 decreases even more, by 3.03%, but that an absentee
 voting increase of 1.18% makes up for some of this
 reduction. In addition, we find that the substitution of
 absentee voting for a reduction in polling place vot-
 ing is greatest among people of middle age and older,
 whereas younger people are more inclined to simply
 not vote at all.

 Change in polling place location had the two effects
 we expected: a transportation effect resulting from the
 change in distance to the polling place and a search
 effect resulting from the costs of finding and going to a
 new polling place. About 60% of the 3.03% reduction
 in turnout at the polling place is due to the search
 effect (of about 1.80%), and the impact of the search
 effect is about two and one-half times larger than the
 transportation effect for the average person who ex-

 perienced an increased distance to the polling place of
 about one sixth of a mile. The two effects were roughly
 equal for someone who had an increased distance to
 the polling place of about a mile. The overall reduction
 in not voting of about 1.85% is almost entirely due to
 the search effect (about 1.4%) because the decision
 not to vote appears to be essentially unaffected by the
 distance to the polling place. People make a decision
 about whether to vote based on the increased search

 costs from having their polling place moved, and if
 they decide to vote, they choose absentee or polling
 place voting based on both search and travel costs.
 This result implies that for those advocating larger,
 more economical precincts, if absentee ballots are as
 easy to come by as in California's "no excuse needed"
 system, then it seems that the increased travel costs will
 not seriously deter voting, although switching to a new
 system may impose substantial search costs that will at
 least temporarily reduce overall turnout. Finally, par-
 tisan effects are small enough that they can probably
 be ignored when polling places are essentially changed
 randomly, as in Los Angeles, but they are large enough
 that they could be used by an unscrupulous politician
 or registrar to manipulate an election.

 APPENDIX A: MATCHING AND CLEANING
 OF DATA SETS

 The data acquired for this article came from the Los An-
 geles County Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk. The voter
 data were obtained routinely; the polling place data less so.
 Individual-level voter data include the voter's name, regis-
 tration precinct, residential address, mailing address, phone,
 party registration, sex, birthdate, birthplace, date of regis-
 tration, date of last transaction, permanent absentee voter
 status, and turnout records (in-person voting, absentee vot-
 ing, or abstention), along with several fields of identifying
 information and other miscellaneous data. Some of these

 data are incomplete. For example, dates and places of birth
 are missing in many cases, and sex is missing more often
 than not, although it can sometimes be inferred from the title
 field (Mr., Mrs., Miss). Still other pieces of data are obviously
 incorrect, such as an improbably large cohort of people born
 in 1900, as well as even "older" people born in the eighteenth
 and nineteenth centuries. We made a decision to code any
 birthdate prior to the year 1901 as missing. However, the
 critical data of precinct and turnout are always present.

 Typically, the registrar maintains official records of past
 polling places in hard copy only. These records include polling
 place precincts, addresses, and descriptions (residence, busi-
 ness, church, school, etc.). Although data from 2003 turned
 out to be available electronically via a stroke of luck, data
 from 2002 had to be scanned in using optical character recog-
 nition software, and then reviewed line by line for correctness.
 We are grateful for the assistance of several colleagues at UC
 DATA and the Survey Research Center in executing this
 technically challenging and labor-intensive task, including
 Iris Hui, Ilona Einowski, Jon Stiles, Eva Seto, Lyn Civitello,
 Amy Kimball, Ricardo Gutierrez, Virginia Nee, and Alexan-
 der Theodoridis. We are also grateful to Conor M. Dowling
 and Cynthia M. Van Maanen at Binghamton University.

 We then had to match each voter to their polling place
 for both 2002 and 2003. This was a challenge because the
 precincts reported for the voters were at a different level of
 aggregation than those reported for the polling place. Voters

 21 This is the most conservative assumption, and we do know that
 party identification is strongly related to voting. Moreover, our con-
 cern here is with what might have occurred in a typical election that
 would have been much more partisan than the California Recall.
 22 As noted previously, this number is estimated from Figure la of
 Mulligan and Hunter (2003).
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 FIGURE B1. Voter Decision Making

 о

 Net Benefits of Absentee Voting ( b-cj

 were associated with their registration precincts. Polling
 places were associated with their polling place precinct, which
 is composed of one or more (often many more) registra-
 tion precincts. We needed to acquire "crosswalk" data to
 merge the two files so that each voter could be associated
 with a polling place precinct and its corresponding address.
 We obtained these data from both the Los Angeles County
 Registrar itself and from Karin McDonald of the Statewide
 Database at the Institute of Governmental Studies; we are
 grateful to both.

 Having created complete files for 2002 and 2003, the fi-
 nal step was to match voters from the two years and look
 at voting behavior changes between 2002 and 2003, contin-
 gent on whether one's polling place was moved. We used
 the unique identifier Voter ID to match voters from both
 years; approximately 3% were not matched, probably due to
 normal churning (residential moving, mortality, etc.) in the
 electorate.

 APPENDIX B: THEORY

 Our model considers how the costs and benefits of voting
 are related to polling place, absentee, and nonvoting. The
 (utility) costs of voting at the polling place are represented by
 ď (these costs consist of the sum of search and transportation
 costs) and the costs of voting absentee by c°. The benefits of
 voting are represented by b.23 Then the utility Uf that person
 i gets from polling place voting p will be the net benefits
 bi - Cip for voting at the polling place. The utility U¡a for
 voting absentee will be the net benefits b¡ - c¡a for voting
 absentee, and the utility U" for not voting will be 0.24 The

 person will maximize his or her welfare by voting at the
 polling place (pi = 1) if the net benefit of voting at the polls
 is greater than zero (b¿ - c¡p > 0) and the net benefit of
 voting at the polls exceeds the net benefits of absentee voting
 (b¡ - с* > bi - с"). The person will vote absentee if the net
 benefits of absentee voting are positive (b¡ - с" > 0) and
 the net benefits of absentee voting are greater than the net
 benefits of voting at the polls (b¡ - с" > b¡ - cp). Finally, the
 person will not vote if the (zero) net benefits of not voting are
 greater than the net benefits of voting at the polls (0 > b¡ -
 Cf) and the net benefits of voting absentee (0 > b¡ - c¡a).

 If we think of bi, сД and c" as realizations of random
 variables b, ď, and ca with a trivariate probability distribution
 that describes the voting population, then the proportion of
 people voting at the polls is equal to the following, where we
 have used capital letters to represent proportions:

 P = ProbO = 1) = Prob(Lf > Ц and tf > Ц1)

 = Prob(b - ď > b - с" and b - ď >0)

 = Prob(cö > ď and b > ď). (1)

 We get similar results for the proportion of people voting
 absentee:

 A = Prob (a = 1) = Prob( U¡ > Uf and Ц > U¡)

 = Prob(b - ď > b - ď and b - c" > 0)

 = Prob(cp > ca and b > ď). (2)

 For the proportion of people not voting:

 N = Prob (n = 1) = Prob(L^ > Ц and U¡ > Ц)

 = Prob(0 > b - ď and 0 > b - c")

 = Prob(c/7 > b ande" > b). (3)

 Figure BI shows the formulas where we plot net benefits
 from polling place voting (b - ď) versus net benefits from ab-
 sentee voting (b - ca ). Each voter will be located somewhere
 in this space, depending on his or her values of b, ď, and ca. If
 a third dimension were added to this picture, then it could rep-
 resent the density of each kind of voter. The diagonal on Fig-
 ure BI represents the place where net benefits from polling
 place voting equals the net benefits from absentee voting. The

 23 We could assume that the benefits differed for polling place and
 absentee voting, but this simply creates an identification problem
 because benefits and costs always appear together as benefits minus
 costs. Thus, if the benefits of voting are greater for polling place
 voting than for absentee voting (e.g., because people get benefits
 from seeing friends at the polling place), then we can simply absorb
 these additional benefits into the costs of polling place voting (e.g.,
 by saying that the costs of voting at the polling place are net of
 the benefits of seeing friends there). This might have the effect of
 making costs negative, but that poses no fundamental problem. We
 also assume that benefits are net of the decision costs of making up
 your mind for whom to vote.
 24 Thus, the voter's decision problem is to maximize the expression
 [(1 - n) * b - (1 - n) * a * ca - (1 - n) * p * cp' by choosing p , a ,
 or n.
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 FIGURE B2. Voter Decision Making with Shift in Cost of Polling Place Voting

 ЯвЁшрТШ/ЩШЛ
 ИИ! p : Polling Place Vote

 Net Benefits ВТ A: Absentee Vote
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 0

 Net Benefits of Absentee Voting
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 zero line on each axis represents the place where net benefits
 are zero. The nonvoters, indicated by N on the picture, are in
 the lower left-hand quadrant where net benefits are negative
 for both polling place and absentee voting (where 0 > b - ď
 and 0 > b - ď). The polling place voters, P, are above the di-
 agonal (b - cp > b - ď) where the net benefits of polling place
 voting exceeds the net benefits of absentee voting, and they
 are above the zero net benefits line for polling place voting
 (b - ď > 0). The absentee voters are below the diagonal (b -
 ď > b - cp) and to the right of zero net benefits for absentee
 voting (b - ď > 0). The proportion in each of the three
 groups depends on the density of voters in each area. In the
 2002 Los Angeles County governor's race, 55.1% of those
 registered did not vote, about 35.8% voted at the polling
 place, and 9.1% voted absentee, indicating that there were
 many voters in all three groups.

 Now, consider what happens with precinct consolidation
 (and changes in polling places for some people) through the
 grouping of contiguous precincts. Assume that all precincts
 are grouped and that the additional cost of voting at the
 polling place due to grouping, с 8, is positive for everybody
 because of additional search and transportation costs. For
 voters, the cost of voting at the polling place increases from
 ď to ď + с8. Then the proportions change to the following:

 P* = Prob(c" > ď + c8 and b> ď + с8).

 A* = Prob (ď + с8 > са andb > са). (4)

 N* = Prob(c/? + с8 > bande0 > b).

 The first formula indicates that (as long as there are people at
 the margin for whom the change makes a difference) polling
 place voting will unequivocally decrease because с 8 is greater
 than zero, and because there will be fewer people for whom
 the benefits of voting exceed the costs of polling place voting
 and for whom the costs of absentee voting are greater than
 the costs of polling place voting.

 Figure B2 represents these changes by making shifts in
 two lines and by assuming that c8 is constant across all voters.
 First, the diagonal line in Figure B1 shifts upward by the
 amount c8 because the net benefits of polling place voting
 have decreased by that amount. Consequently, the net bene-
 fits of polling place voting will now only exceed or equal the
 net benefits of absentee voting for those people for whom
 their net benefits of polling place voting used to be c8 units
 or bigger than the net benefits of absentee voting. Second,
 the horizontal "zero" line shifts upward by c8 because the
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 net benefits of polling place voting are now greater than
 zero only for those people for whom the benefits used to
 be at least c8 units bigger than zero. The resulting picture
 has two areas where voters move away from polling place
 voting. An designates people who turn to absentee voting.
 designates people who no longer vote. Those who move into
 absentee voting will be people who always believed that the
 benefits of voting outweighed the costs of absentee voting
 but who formerly found it cheaper to vote at the polling
 place than through absentee ballots and now find it better
 to vote absentee because of the added cost, c8, to polling
 place voting. Those who move into nonvoting will be those
 who never voted absentee (and will not now) because they
 calculate the costs of absentee voting to be greater than the
 benefits of voting, but they voted in the past because they
 found the benefits of voting at the polls to be greater than
 the costs of voting there. With the additional costs of voting
 at the polls, and with their long-standing belief that absentee
 voting costs more than the benefits of voting, they decide not
 to vote at all. The relative size of each group will depend on
 the size of с 8 and the density of voters in these areas.

 Using Figures B1 and B2, we can write the proportions of
 each kind of voter (P*, A*, and N *) in the final situation in
 terms of the proportions in the original one and those who
 change their behavior:

 P* = P - N* - A*

 A* =A + A* (5)

 N* = N + N#

 We can also write turnout as:

 V* = P*+A*=P + A-N* = V-N* (6)

 This formula shows that the change in turnout (V* - V)
 will be the negative of the change in nonvoting (- N*), and
 turnout will decrease less than polling place voting because
 some people will move away from polling place voting into
 absentee voting.25

 These formulas can be used to show how changes in P,
 A, or N are related to changes in costs. Assume that c8 =

 25 It is easy to see that this discussion can be generalized to the
 more typical case where с 8 is a random variable, representing dif-
 ferent changes in costs for different people, although the results are
 somewhat more complicated if с 8 is negative for some people.
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 6ď, that is, с 8 is a small change bcp in the cost of polling
 place voting. Define the changes bP = P* - P, bA = A* -
 A , and bN = N* - N. We focus on changes in polling place
 voting. Consider the definition of the derivative ( bP/bcp =
 F), where P' is the derivative of P(ď , ď, b) with respect to
 ď evaluated at the point where the derivative is taken. Then
 after rearrangement, we write:

 bP = P* -P = Pfbď. (7)

 Consequently, observed changes in polling place voting
 (P* - P) are proportional to changes in costs bcp with F
 as the "constant" of proportionality. The derivative P' will be
 negative (because increases in ď lead to decreases in polling
 place voting as shown previously). If we are considering a set
 of various changes in costs (i.e., different "experiments") so
 that bď varies, then we can plot bP versus bcp to determine
 the ceteris paribus impacts of costs as long as F is constant.
 If each "experiment" deals with a group of voters with a
 similar trivariate distribution of costs of absentee voting,
 benefits of voting, and costs of polling place voting (before
 any treatment), then P' will be constant across experiments
 and meaningful comparisons can be made.
 Consider how this applies to the changes in search and

 transportation costs that were made in Los Angeles. Assume
 that search (s) and transportation ( t ) costs enter linearly into
 the polling place cost function so that ď = s + t. Further
 assume that transportation costs can be represented by a
 nonlinear function of the distance (d) to the polling place, t =
 dy , where y is positive so that transportation costs increase
 with distance.26 Then:

 ď = s + (F (8)

 At zero distance, s measures the search cost, which is assumed
 to be constant. If y is less than one, then marginal costs
 diminish with increased distance. A change in costs can occur
 with a change in s or a change in d.
 The impact of a change in s alone or d alone can be mea-

 sured by P* - P as long as the changes are randomly assigned
 so that P represents the polling place voting of the "control"
 group and P* represents the polling place voting of the "treat-
 ment" group that gets the change. This might, however, give
 an incomplete picture of the impact of changes in d because
 the impact will vary significantly with the baseline value of d
 if the parameter y is less than one, especially if it is less than
 about three-fourths. We can show this directly. For a change
 in d , we can write Equation (7) as:

 bP = P* - P = P'bď/bd)bd . (9)

 In this formula, F is as before (but evaluated at the current
 value of cp) and the derivative ( bď/bd ) is:

 (bď/bd) =ydY~1 (10)

 Consequently, we have that:

 bP = P* -P = (ydY~i)Pbd. (11)

 If y is less than one, then the quantity in parentheses is much
 bigger for smaller distances than for larger ones (i.e., its size
 is inversely related to distance) so that the slope of a plot

 26 It might be believed that we should write t = ÇxF , where ß is
 a parameter; however, because the units for costs are arbitrary, we
 might as well set ß = 1.

 of bP versus bd will be much more negatively sloped (be-
 cause of the sign of F) for smaller distances than for bigger
 ones (assuming that the value of F stays about the same as
 these distances vary).27 Thus, a change in distance to one's
 polling place will matter much more for those who initially
 travel short distances to their polling place than those who
 travel long distances. As a result, although an experimental
 approach will give the correct "average effect," it will miss
 the important variation in the impact of distance on non-
 voting, which depends on the initial distance to the polls.
 Furthermore, in a nonexperimental situation, if the change
 in distance to the polls is correlated with the initial distance
 to the polls, then there could be bias in the estimates of the
 impact of changes in distance. This discussion implies that we
 should control initial distance to polling place in our analysis
 as well as other factors, even if initial distance to the polls is
 fairly well balanced initially between the experimental and
 treatment groups.

 We can use this theory to get an equation for estimating
 the relationship between changes in polling place voting and
 changes in distance to the polling place. From Equation (8),
 we have the following when both search costs and distance
 to polling place changes:

 bď =bs + ydY~ìbd (12)

 Using this equation and Equation (7), we can write that:

 bP = P'bs + Fy d?-xbd. (13)

 We might further assume that bs is some constant amount
 plus some amount that varies with observed characteristics
 such as age and unobserved characteristics e :

 bs = oc + ß(Age) + е. (14)

 Then we can write:

 bP = Foe + Pfß(Age) + Fy (P~x bd + е. (15)

 This equation can be estimated using nonlinear least squares.
 If Age is measured from voting age (so that a person who
 is 18 in 2002 has age zero), then the parameters can be
 interpreted as follows: Foe is the baseline search cost (in
 terms of decreased polling place voting) for a person of zero
 political age (i.e., 18) whose polling place is changed, but for
 whom the distance to his or her polling place does not change
 (ód = 0); Fß is the impact of aging one year; and Fydy~x is
 the impact of a unit change in distance, which clearly depends
 on initial distance in 2002 (d) according to the parameter
 y.28 If the exponent у is less than one, then marginal costs
 diminish with increased distance.

 27 This assumption seems reasonable because the functions N,A, and
 P are similar to probit or logit voting functions that are being evalu-
 ated at "intermediate" values (far away from the asymptotes) so that
 the functions are essentially linear within that range- with constant
 derivatives. But see the next footnote (28) for another approach.
 28 If we make an assumption about the functional form of the choice
 function, then we can get an equation that does not require the
 assumption that F' is approximately constant. For example, if we
 assume a multinomial logit form, then P = exp(b - cp)/[exp(b -
 cp) + exp(b - ca) + 1], A = exp(b - (f)/[exp(b - cp) + exp(b -
 ca) + 1], and N = 1 [exp(b - cp) + exp(b - ca) + 1]. If we assume
 that P*, A*, and N* are the same except that the cp term is now cp
 + bcp , then we can show after some extensive algebra that bP =
 P* - P = [exp(-bď) - 1] P (1 - P)t{ 1 + [exp(-bď) - 1] P}
 (and similarly for bA and bN). If we further assume that exp(-bď)
 - 1 - bcp, then we get bP = -bcpP(l - P)/[ 1 - bcp Р]. We also
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 TABLE B1. Summary of Impacts of Changing Polling Place Locations for Entire Sample

 Voting Equation for 2003: Treatment Minus Control
 Difference for Turnout

 Polling Place Absentee Voting Nonvoting

 Baseline search cost -1 .078*** -0.597*** 1 .523***

 (P'oc, A oc, or N'a) (0.094) (0.073) (0.088)
 Voting function -2.571*** 2.464*** -0.236
 derivatives (P' A, N') (0.085) (0.088) (0.282)

 Power for distance impact (y) 0.359*** 0.655*** -0.1 79
 (0.020) (0.020) (0.118)

 Impact of age in years -0.0360*** 0.0366*** -0.0004
 (P' ß, A ß, or N' ß) (0.0026) (0.0020) (0.0025)
 R-squared 0.01396 0.01291 0.00240

 Turnout impact from Predicted change in Predicted change in Predicted change
 distance term for polling polling place turnout: absentee turnout: in abstention:
 place distance change of P' y ď~1 bd A y cP~1 bd N' у сР~1 bd
 bd= 0.1, for value of d of

 ... 0.05 mile -0.630% 0.454% 0. 1 44%
 ...0.10 mile -0.404 0.357 0.064
 ...0.25 mile -0.224 0.260 0.022
 ...0.50 mile -0.144 0.205 0.010
 ...1.00 mile -0.092 0.161 0.004
 ...2.00 miles -0.059 0.127 0.002
 ...5.00 miles -0.033 0.093 0.001

 Dependent variables are measured in percentages, distances are measured in miles, and age is measured in years.
 *** Indicates coefficient is significant at .001 level.

 Table B1 presents estimates for the various parameters in
 nonlinear least squares fits to Equation (15) for the three
 outcomes of percentage changes in polling place voting, ab-
 sentee voting, and nonvoting. Table B1 also presents some
 estimates of impacts for a one-tenth mile change in polling
 place distance, depending on various 2002 distances to the
 polling place. This provides a simple way to interpret terms
 such as {P'ydy~xbd).
 It is important to understand what these estimates are and
 are not. If our conditional independence assumption holds,
 then our matching on age, distance to polling place in 2002,
 and voting status in 2002 amounts to stratifying our sam-
 ple and then randomly assigning polling places within each
 strata. Consequently, we can determine the variations in the
 effects of the treatment across the different strata. However,
 these results should be interpreted very carefully A nega-
 tive coefficient for age, for example, means that changing
 polling places causes more nonvoting among older people
 than among younger people. It does not necessarily mean
 that a manipulation of age alone would decrease voting.
 Table B1 provides some interesting results. Consider
 polling place voting. There was a one percentage point re-
 duction in polling place voting simply due to search costs for
 a voter who was 18 in 2002. In addition, there was a substantial
 reduction in polling place voting due to age- about 0.036%
 for every year of age (or 0.36% for every 10 years of age) so
 that the average 47 year old voter had another 1 % reduction
 due to search costs. The results for distance indicate that a

 one tenth of a mile increase in distance to the polling place
 in 2003 led to between a 0.63% to 0.03% reduction in polling
 place voting with the bigger effects for those who were used
 to their polling place being located nearby. (The у parameter
 is clearly statistically different from zero and statistically less
 than one so that we would expect these distance effects.)

 For absentee voting, there is a somewhat surprising neg-
 ative value of -0.597% for baseline search costs, which in-
 dicates that 18-year-old voters in 2002 who had their polling
 place changed but who did not have the distance to their
 polling place changed actually reduced their absentee voting.
 In fact, a more careful treatment of age suggests that this
 unlikely result does not occur. If we use dummy variables
 for 10-year age periods, then we find that there is, as the
 age coefficient in Table B1 suggests, an increase in absentee
 voting with age, and among those in the lowest age bracket,
 there is essentially no increase in absentee voting due to a
 change in polling place. Thus, the negative value for baseline
 search costs is essentially due to a (slight) nonlinearity in the
 impact of age. In fact, the coefficient of 0.366% for age shows
 that aging 16 years from 18 to 34 brings search costs to zero. It
 is also worth noting that the decrease in polling place voting
 due to age in the first column is almost exactly balanced by
 the increase in absentee balloting due to age.

 Changes in polling place distance operate in roughly op-
 posite directions by decreasing polling place voting and in-
 creasing absentee voting. The values for the derivative of
 the voting functions are about equal and opposite, but the
 value for the power (y) of the distance term differs so that
 the curves have different shapes. The chart at the bottom of
 Table B1 shows that for one tenth of a mile change in distance,
 the reduction in polling place voting is much steeper with
 initial distance to the polling place than is the increase in
 absentee voting.

 get bA = bcPPAI[' - bcPP ], and bN = bcPPN/[ 1 - ЫРР]. These, as
 they should, add to zero. We have estimated them directly by using
 sample quantities (from the control group) for P, A, and N, and we
 get similar, but more difficult to directly interpret, results to those
 presented in Table Bl.
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 Finally, consider nonvoting. There is a large baseline ef-
 fect of 1.523%, and there is no increase (or decrease) in
 nonvoting because of age. The most interesting result is that
 changes in distance have no statistically significant impacts
 on nonvoting. (Neither y nor the value of the derivative of
 the nonvoting function is statistically significant.) This result
 is surprising given the mathematical model, which implies
 that the search cost and the related distance cost should be

 proportionate for all three turnout equations. This suggests to
 us that people are making decisions in a two-step, "boundedly
 rational" (Conlisk 1996) process. First, they decide whether
 to vote based on just the increased search costs imposed by
 changed polling places. Second, once they have decided to
 vote, they decide whether to vote at the polling place or
 absentee by also considering changed distances).

 The discovery that distance costs have no statistically sig-
 nificant effects on nonvoting suggests that we should mod-
 ify the model presented in Equation (4), where all costs of
 changing polling places с 8 (composed of search and distance
 costs, c8 = s + dy) were added to the voter's decision calcu-
 lus for nonvoting as well as for absentee and polling place
 voting. Instead, we add search costs to the equation for vot-
 ing or nonvoting (because specific transportation costs are
 hard to compute). Then the decision between absentee and
 polling place takes place in a second stage, conditional on the
 first, which takes into account both search and transportation
 costs:

 N* = Prob(ď +s > bande* > b).

 A* = Prob^ + C8 > ca|Vote)Prob(Vote)

 = Prob(ď + с* > с* I Vote) (1 - N*) (16)

 P* = Prob(ca > ď + cg|Vote)Prob(Vote)

 = Prob(ca > ď + с* Г Vote) (1 - TV*).

 With this amendment to our theory, the change 6 TV = N* - N
 cannot depend on the change in distance, so we expect that
 distance ought not matter for nonvoting. Also note that this
 means that some people will vote in this model for whom
 both b < ď and b < ď + s + d? (but for whom b > ď +
 s) so that they would not have voted if they had taken the
 transportation costs dy into account.

 APPENDIX C:
 HIERARCHICAL LINEAR MODELS

 Because registrants (the unit of observation) are nested
 within precincts and precincts are the object of the consolida-
 tion (which leads to the experimental treatment of changes in
 polling places for some people), using ordinary least squares
 (QLS) to calculate standard errors systematically and sub-
 stantially overstates the precision of the estimate. More ap-
 propriate estimates of these ř-statistics can be obtained by
 using hierarchical linear models (HLMs) (Raudenbush and
 Bryk 2002), which consider nested data such as voters inside
 registration precincts as part of the estimation method.

 An OLS method estimates the impact of changing polling
 places on a dependent variable such as polling place voting
 by regressing an individual ťs polling place voting (P¿ = 1 if
 voting at polling place, zero otherwise) on a dummy variable
 Gì for whether the polling place was changed by grouping
 together precincts (Gì = 1 for change, zero otherwise):

 Pi = ßo + ßi Gì + £i (1)

 The HLM estimation equation takes both individual regis-
 trants (/) and registration precincts (/) into account by having

 both a "first-level" equation for individuals and a "second-
 level" equation for registration precincts. In the first-level
 equation, individuals are also identified by their registration
 precinct, and the regression coefficient is assumed to vary by
 registration precinct (hence, the subscript j on both P and
 ß):

 Pij - ß 0/ "I" (2)

 In the second-level equation, the regression coefficient (in
 this simple model, only the intercept ßoy) is assumed to vary
 from registration precinct to registration precinct based on
 the registration precinct's treatment status:

 ßoy = Too + Yoi^y + uoj (3)

 This leads to this equation by substituting Equation (3) into
 Equation (2):

 Pq = TOO + Toi^y + U0j + (4)

 Comparing Equations (1) and (4), we see that the inclusion
 of an error term w0y accounts for the fact that the treatment
 effect might vary from one registration precinct to another.
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